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UORIGINES O!' THE NILGIRIS' IN SOlJ'fH IDYL 
The Nilgiris are a group of mountains 61000 to' 8,000 

feet high connected with the western ghauts jl1stsouth 
of Mysore and are inhabited by five interesting native 
tribes, of whom four are aboriginal. The fifth tribe is 
that of the Badagas, so called from \T ada, which means 
north. Three hundred years ago these people came 
from the north, viz., the Canarese country, after the 
breaking up of the great kingdom of Viajayallagar and 
they have maintained the Canarese languag!, and the 
worship of Siva, which they brought from their north
ern home. They now number 20,000 and are very con
spicuous near the large towns of CoonQor and Oota
camund, where they are the bulk of the day laborers. 
They have a yellowish clayey complt'xion like the soil 
in which they toil. 

The lowest of the fOUl' aboriginal tribes are the !rulas, 
who live on the lowest slopes of the hills. They are of 
the Mongolian type of countenance and sell the pro
duce of the forests to buy grain. They have no mar
riage ceremony, but each boy chooses a bride for him
self when he is old enough. 

They worship Vishnu under the name of Rangasami 
at a prominent peak known as Rangasami's Pillar. 
Their language is like the Tamil of the south country. 

A more conspicuous tribe are the Kur�mbas, who 
live on the higher slopes in hamlets of four or five huts 
each. The huts are constructed of wattle and mud. 
They live on roots and game and sell jungle produce. 
They also make baskets and milk-vessels out of bamboo 
stems, and play rude instruments at the funerals of the 
Todas. 

Like the Irulas they have no marriage ceremony, but 
alluw the youths to make their own choice, and their 
widows can remarry. 

They are very light, the men averaging only one 
hundred pounds in weight. .. Stupid as a Kurumba" 
is a native proverb, but it is said they always tell the 
truth. Their number on the .Nilgiris is hardly a thou
sand, but there are branches of this tribe on the 
Palani and other ranges further south. 

Our engraving shows a group of Kurumba women 
and children belonging to a branch called Mudu
vas. The meaning of the name is "back carriers," 
and they explain it by saying that once one of their 
women put ber child down while she was at work 
in the jungle and a tiger carried it off. So ever since 
they have carried their children on their' backs, even 
while at work. The picture shows the small children 
slung on their mothers' backs. It also shows the pro
fuseness with which the women adorn themselves with 

rings. braoelets andneeklailes. The,advance toward 
civiliZation is 'shown by.ttieoeaps on the bQys',heads. 

Somewhat more�numerousdban the KurUUlbas of 
the Nilgiris and 'much m'(,�e·in evidence are the K<>tas, 
the industl'ial tribe of the rpountains. They Hve in 
seven village!!. elI.C.b containing from thirty to sixty 
huts. The only door of a hut is 46 inches high by 26 

A 'lODA HEADSMAN, �OUTHERN INDIA. 

inches wide. They keep cattle, but do not milk them. 
They practice the industrial arts and till the land; their 
lands being the most fertile 'spots on the mountains. 
The women make clay pots on a wheel. 

A Kota may have but one wife, unless that one is 
barren. Widows may remarry. 

While the average weight of the men is only one 
hundred and five pounds, 
they are twice as strong as 
the Badagas. Yet they are 
despised because they live 
on carrion, and may not 
approach a Badaga temple. 

Each Kota village has 
two t e m p l e s  a n d  two 
priest�, who are heredita
ry. 'l'hey recognizt' one 
god and his wife. 

GROUP OF TODA WOMEN. 

A :rODA Hl1'l. 

Theil'pQSsessiGn,ot tbebest 1�8 in!iic�j;b,eir hll.,Y;· 
ing come early enough to g!}t .. first ehoi�,.alld. tba.J;., 
therefore, they must have.p��e9!'cl the.13lJ.dllog�,. wbQ 
are the only other cult.i vating., tribe. It. is said thq.t 
they were originally brought. fr.oUl, the plains .tow'or:k 
for the Todas. 

The �l'odas, the fifth tribe referred to, are the most 
singular of all the people Ou the UlOuntaius, and as .such 
have become objects of great curiosity .t o  all visitors to 
the Nilgiris. One llIan of them. was even taken to th� 
Chicag9 Exposition. They were formerly hunters and 
are now buffalo herders. 

They have a copper hue and feat�res of the CI;LIJ>, 
casian type. The women have a mqre, aquiline 1)086 
th,an the men. The average weight of the men . is 111 

pounds. 
, They have long hair curled at the ends and the women 
are careful to keep it in curls, thus differing from m9st 
women of India, who think curly hair a misfortune. 

They are a lazy set. The men refuse to do anything 
but herd buffaloes and collect tri bute from ,the Badagas 
and Kotas; and at the present time they 'beg from 
Europeans, who are pauperizing them with constant 
gifts. The women work a sort of em.broidery on clothes 
with Nilgiri nettles for stitching and English needlJtjj. 
Formerly the Katot! made needles for them. 

They live in hamlets of five huts each called "munds." 
Three of these huts are dwellings, .one a dairy temple 
and one a calC stable for buffalo calves. 

They have a hundred munds scattered over the 
mountains. Each dwelling hut has no other opening 
than the little front door, 32 inchel! high by 18 inches 
wide, and one has to crawl in on all fours. These oval 
pent-shaped huts are of bamboo fastened with rattan 
and covered with thatch. 

They practise polyandry and, to a limited extent, 
polygamy. 

A woman, when married to a man, is the wife of his 
brother as well, though the marriage ceremony is per
formed only with the eldest brother. Infanticide was 
formerly practised with reference to female infants, 
but the British government put a stop to it. 

When a woman salutes a man she raises his feet, one 
after the other, to he.r forehead. An old woman, how
ever, may receive this honor from a man. 

Todas have games that they play something like 
" puss in the corner" and" tip-cat." 

The dairy temple is the abode of the priest, who only 
can enter it, and women may not come near it. The 
priest keeps and milks the sacred buffalo herd. 

The Todas fear their priest, thinking tha·t God dwells 
in him and makes known his will thr,ough him. 

The initiation to the priesthood is very severe. For 
eight days and nights a candidate must stay alone in 
the jungle, with no covering on his body and no other 
protection than that afforded by the juice of a certain 
tree rubbed on his body. He may retain office as long 
at! he likes, and the usual term is three or four years. 

Once a year a buffalo calf is sacrificed. Their wor
ship is mostly buffalo worship. .,Their songs are in 
praise of tht'ir buffaloes. The only·occasion when they 
are known to have risen higher than their buffaloes in 
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song is the time when they composed a song in praise 
of a missionary lady working among them, on her de
parture:fpr England on furlough. 

They do not seem to be decreasing, but rather are 
on the increase. But their constant cry for "elam" 
(alms) indicates a degeneration of character resulting 
from the curiosity they excite among all foreigners. 

champagne bottle with one· third water-diluted milk 
use two teaspoonfuls of white sugar dissolved in a 
little water, and a loittle yeast,; let the fermentation 
proceed at about 200 R. (770 F.)-Technische Berichte. When a 'I'o,da dies, several buffaloes are slain to ac· 

company him to the other world, and his arm is placed 
around the horns of one of the slain buffaloes. 

Madura, South India. J. S. CHANDLER. • •• •  

They have green funerals and dry ones. The green 
funeral consists of the burning of the body with its 
attendant sacrifice of buffaloes and other ceremonies. 
The ashes are left to the winds. 

• ••• • 

Home-made Koumiss. 

Koumiss is usually prepared by causing cow's milk 
to ferment by addition of yeast. A far better result is 
obtained, however, if mare's milk is employed, for this 
is used by the nomadic tribes of South Russia, who 
consume koumiss almost exclusively during the sum
mer. The better product is caused by the fact that 
mare's milk is poorer in caseine ,and fat than cow's 
milk and hence much more digestible than the latter. 
To use cow's milk with advantage for the production 
of this refreshing beverage, it is well to lessen the per· 
centage of caseine by dilution, witb water and then to 
produce a mixture resembling mare's milk by adding 
sugar. For the preparation of koumiss, it is best to 
dissolve milk sugar in water and to add the solution 
in the proportion stated below. ' Next, tub up pressed 
yeast with brown sugar with a little of this liquid to a 
pasty consistency and add this paste to the milk mix
ture. The liquid obtained is now left to ferment in 
well closed champagne bottles, the pressing in of the 
cork being conducted with care, since the quality of 
the resulting drink is particularly dependent upon the 
closure. The filled, bottles are kept at a moderate 
temperature for several days for fermentation pur· 
poses, shaking them daily for about ten minutes to 
prevent the caseine from settlhig. Great care must be 
exercised in agitating the bottles, since a high pressure 
is occasioned by the gas generated in the fermentation, 
and the bottles, not carefully selected for this purpose, 
are apt to crack, thus causing injuries. Therefore, it 
is ad visable to wrap up the bottles in a cloth while 
shaking. After a few days the bottle contains a 
beverage which is valuable as a readily digestible food, 
especially in the case of stomach troubles, but also. as 
an excellent refreshment for healthy people. For one 

Turkey Orders Warships • 

The Turkish government has just placed a n  order 
for six cruisers at the German shipbuilding yards at 
Kiel, and a contract for two torpedo boats, which are 
nearly completed, has been given to the Ansaldo ship
building yard at Genoa. The dry funeral is one that takes place at the begin

ning of each year in memory of all who have died the 
previous year. They gather together in great numbers 
and slaughter a number of buffaloes and perform many 
ceremonies. The flesh of the slain buffaloes is given 
to the Kotas, who furnish the music. The names of 
the dead are never mentioned again. They think that 
a string bridge leads to heaven and that hell is a. swamp 
full of leeches. They have no idols, except as they may 
have borrowed one or two from the Hindoos. Their 
worship is that of the elements and ancestors and has 
a pastoral coloring that indicates a Vedic origin. 
They have no written language, but their lady mis
sionary has introduced the Tamil character to provide 
books for them. 

Tiley num ber 750. No one has ever been baptized as a 
Christian. One became a candidate and had prepared 
himself to arrange his matrimonial affairs in accordance 
with Christian requirements, but when it came to the 
loss of his share in the buffaloes of his family, he could 
not endure that and went back to his heathen life. 

The Todas receive tributes of grain from the Kotas 
and Badagas. If a Badaga refuses tri bute, all they do 
is to prepare to occupy a" mund " near the Badagas' 
fields. The Badaga would pay much rather than have 
a herd of buffaloes overrunning his crops, so the tribute 
is soon forthcoming. 

The buffaloes are in a semi· wild state, and have been 
known to chase cyclists on the roads. 

Three of the illustrations show respectively a Toda 
hut, a Toda man, and a group of Toda women with 
their embroidery over their knees. 

Tile" (Jurrent Supplement. 

The current SUPPLEMENT, No. 1291, is of remarkable 
interest. The first pa!;e engraving is devoted to the 
.. Fish River Caves near Sydney, Australia," and is ela
borately illustrated. "Inaugural Address," of Sir 
William Turner, President of the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science, is commenced in this 
issue. The third installment of "Mechanical Stoking" 
is also printed in thi!! number. "The Chinese Army" 
is a timely article, as is also one on the" Exhibits in 
the Metallurgical Section of the Paris Exposition." 
"American Engineering Competition-XI." deals with 
machine tools. "A New Rail way 'fest Car" is fully 
illustrated. "Chemical and Technical Education in 
the United States" is a most interesting and valuable 
paper, and the first installment is given in this issue. 
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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. tightly upon the wrist-pin, but also forms a continuation I Miscellaneous Inventions. 
of the smooth friction. surface required for the interior of 

I 
FISHING.FLOA T._LoRENZO P. GIBSON, Little Rock, 

the hushing, thereby performing two functions simul· Ark. Thisllbat effectively maintains an upright position 
taneously. 

I 
in the water without dependence upon the tug of the 

is customary to form a mold of the exact size of the 
curb desired and then to tamp this with the cOucrete or 
cement mixture and leave the mold in place until the 
mixture has hardened sufficiently to retain its shape. 
The mold is then removed and taken to another point in 
the curb, where it is again used. These cement·curbs 
are usually formed in place, for which reason it is de
sirable to have a device which can he readily moved and 
adjusted to different curves. For this purpose the in. 

Electrical Apparatus. 

CONDUCTOR AND COLLECTOR FOR ELEC· 
TRIC RAILWAY S.-ARTHUR PETZENBURGER, Berlin, 
Gerillany. A high electromotive force is 1Iot allowed by 
city authorities in the case of overhead or rail conductors 
because of the danger incurred. It is the object of this 
new construction to overcome the ohstacles presented hy 
this rule.' A conductor.casing is used having an elastic 
strip on eacl:t side of its slot, one strip heing secured to 
the casing h:v springs and the other to the casing by a 
hinge. Tbe �l�stic stfip undergoes only a slight lateral 
movement on the collector·arm passing, whereas the 
second hin� strip is turned hack when the collector. 
arm passes through, being closed llfterward hy its own 
weight. 

SAW-SHARPENING MAC H I N E. -- GRANVILLE line at the lower end 'of the 1I0at, hy which arrangement 
BARTLETT, Station C, Detroit, Mich. The machine is the lower portion of the line can he left entirely free, 
of that form in which the saw is held in a clamp, and the without a sinker of any sort, if such arrangement be de
fl ling·bar, with file, is reciprocated in guides acrosa the sired, and yet maintain the 1I0at in vertical position. 

Engineering Improvements. 

VALVE GEAR FOR LOCOMOTIVE.ENGINES.-'
GEORGE B. EDDY, Camden, N. J. The admission and 
exhaust valves have independent motion, the stroke of 
the exhaust-valve being fixed and that of the admission
valve variable. A link-motion is actl1llted hy an eccen
tric mechanism to control the admission-valve. The ex· 
hau.t�valve is operated from the eccentric mechanism to 

implirt a full stroke to the exhaust·valve iITespective of 
the position of the eccentric mechanism. As the ex
haust-valve has a full throw at all times no hack pres
sure is liable to occur in the cylinder; while the steam is 
free to expand in the cylinder, as the exhaust'does not 
tIll{e place until the piston nears the end of its stroke. 

qAS. ENGINE.-WILLIAlIf E. CARY, SpringJield, Vt. 
Tbis engine is provided with a valve-chamber and a sup.
ply-pipe. Tbe admission of the explosive mixture from 
the surply.pipe to the valve·chamber is controlled by a 
rotary valve. In the supply.pipe is a throttle·valve on 
the stem of wliich a spring-pressed arm is held by one 
end, the other end being free. Thift':ru'm Can' be adjusted 
along the throttle-valve stem. The governor used com
prises two disks on the rotary valve-atem, one of the 
disks heing flxed on the stem and the other mounted to 
slide on and tnrn with the stem. Weight-carrying 
springs connect the disks. on the sJidable disk is a cam 
which is normally out of engagement with the arm on 
the throttle-valve stem, hut which swings the arm when 
tbe slidahle disk moves toward the other disk. The 
engine can be started without any adjustment of the 
valves and stopped simply by switching off the current 
to the electrodes. 

Mechanical :Devlce�. 

CHURN.-CHARLES E. YATES, Near Mill Greve"Mo. 
This operating !D6chanism for churns consists of a sta· 
tionary guide on which a crOBB-head moves, provided 
with projections �Pted to be connected with the da.her
rod and with a loop extending transversely to the guide. 
A pitman is connected with the cross, head and extends 
tlll'ough the 10QP. Crank mechanism is connected with 
the pItman. The deVice enahles the dasher to be oper
ated uniformly with small expenditnre of power-and 
therein lies ilt! chief merit. 

edge of the saw. In the present case a clamp is em
ployed, c'omposed of three separate partS having two 
spaces for receiving and clamping the saw in different 
planes. Bolts pass through the three parts of the clamp, 
and a movable flle.carriage with guides receives a recipro
cating flle-har. Not only is a full movement secured for 
the file, but there is no obstruction to a full view of the 
saw-teeth. 

Vehicles and Their Accessories. 

VEHICLE AIR-BRAKE.-WILLIAlIf J. DONALDSON, 
JR., A venue Hotel, Galveston, Tex. The inventor has 
devised an air. brake which is especially adapted to bicy
cles, tricycles, and similar vehicles. The merits are 
a great ease of application ; a powerful application of 
the hrake ; a quick release ; and an accurate regulation 
of the force of the hrake. The device can be applied to 
any ordinary hicycle. without marring the appt:arance 
of the wheel. 

AUTOMOBILE. - WILLIAlIf ,0. BARNES. Stamfo�d, 
Conn. Mr. Barnes has devised an automohile in which 
the propelling power is distributed from the motor to the 
fonr wileels, or ro thJi rear. wheels, o'r ro the two front 
wheels, a gear being provided by means of which the 
vehicle can be readily and easily steered, when .the front 
wheels are used as driving-wheels. T4e running-gear is 
so constructed that the driving-wheels, front and rear, 
are spread apart fmm the gronnd upward. One of the 
novel features of, the invention Is the uee of a' tubular 
stub-axle carrying a drive.sbaft, and provided with an 
inclined hinge, the axis of which intersects the ground in 
the plane of the wheel. 'fhe- inclination of the hinge is 
such that the weight of the wagon will create a tendency 
to straight running. 

Optical Instruments. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC C A  ME R A . - JACOB SCHAUB, 
Logan, Utah. The invention relates to improvements 
especially applicable to came'ras of the multiplying type. 
whereby the size of the field covered by the camera in 
changing from on&, exposure to the next is equal only to 
the size of the sensitive plate. The camera has simple 
ana efficient means for projecting the sensitive.plate 
support or frame away from the carriage in which it is 
mounted and for reciprocating the carriage laterally on 
the base of the camera. An improved device is pro
yided for conftninl: the light-rays to the size of the" cut
out" or mask A glass' frame is so arranged that the 
operation of inserting and removing the plate-holders or 
ground glass will no(jar the camera. 

LENS.-RoBERT D. GRAY, Manhattan, New York 
<lity. Each element of a photographiC objective con
sisti< usually of a convex lens of crown glass and a 

PITMAN CONNECTION. - DAVID C. LINGEN· concave lens of flint glass of higher refractive index. 
FELTER. Plainview, Neb. The bearings of pitmen of In order to overcome the spherical and oblique aberra
mowing. machines are I:!Ilbjected to much friction and tion which increases in this eomhination with an in. 
soon become wort, so much that the parts must he read- crease of effective aperture, Mr. Gray construct@ each 
jnsted to prevent lost motion. The present invention is element with a convex lens of higher refractive index 
designed to overcome 1he difll@ulty. Keys of graduated than that of the Concave lens. Besides' reducing the 
widths are used whi.cb ,1\1'e .1!1lcCe,ssiyely inserted as tlie spherical aherratioJ;l. the combination relatively lengthens 
wear Increases. In every case the key n�t only'prev;;nts -u,e fociia'of those rayil'wbith }lal!S through the latitudi
tbe adjacent edges of the I!nshilJlt fr.om bel,!g hronght too nal section of the Ienaes, thereby redncing astigmatism 
near toli:6ther, so that the bushing cannot be clamped too, to a minimlllll. 

INHALER.-PETER T. DONOVAN, Manhattan. New ventor employs an arrangement comprising a framework 
York city. The inhaler consists of a wire-body having or yokes, with retaining-plates mounted thereon to slide 
spring-elamps at its upper portion adapted for engage- toward and from each other. The plat$ are ol.erated 
ment with opposite side� of the cartilage of the nostrils. 

I 
hy cams journaled upon the yokes. 

Receptacles suppo�ed at each side of the body helow 
PRINTING.STAMP.-jOHN W. ADAMS, Pinebluff, the cl�ps are de�lgned t� contain

, 
an absorbent material N. C. The invention provides a printing.stamp with for heahng agents. The mhaler IS to .?" used .for t�e rubher type, having a great number of printing data as. treatment �f catarrh, asthm� hronchltJ�, and hke ail. semhl8d in compact form and so arrallgeq that any line menta, and 18 to btl worn particularly at Dlght. of printing matter can be quickly brought into position 

BED-COUCH. - JOHN THOllfPSON, Brooklyn, New to make an impression, thns ohviating the c�ployment 
York city. The subject of this patent is a combined of a number of stampa on Independent holders and in 
couch and bed which can be quickly and easily changed racks. The device is particularly n.eful in banks, offices, 
from a couch to a bed of a desired width and is readily and the like. where the saving of time Is to he taken into 
changed from bed to conch form. The couch comprises consideration. 
end frames on which side extensions are mOunted to SUTE.-H uGO HANDWERK, Brooklyn, New York 
swing. When It is desired to convert the couch into a city. This skate has four independent runners arranged 
bed, one or both of the side extensions are rrosed, de. in connected pairs-two at tbe heel and two at the toe. 
pending upon the width d6l!ired for the bed. Each pair of runners has more or l6l!s elastic connection 

PROCESS OF CURING AND SMOKING FISH.- with the hody portion of tile skate; and each runner may 
HORACE E. KIRRY, Rock Bay. British Columbia. Cana
da. The flsh after being carefully cleaned and sliced 
into cutlets, cured with �ugar (without the addition of 
water), and thoroughly washed and allowed to drain, 
are hung on naila driven into long sticks; and the.e 
sticks are hung up in the smoke-house, which is an 
ordinary building made of rough timber and tightly 
battened np. The process is said to he cheaper than any 
which has been heretofore used. 

SHOE-STRETCHER.-CHARLltS W. CROZIER, Man
hattan, New'York city. By means. of this stretcher a 
shoe can he simultaneously stretched at the sides, toe, 
and instep, or the toe and instep can he stretched with. 
out stretching the sides. 

DRAFT-DEVICE. - JOHN COllMISKY. Manhattan, 
New York city. A series of hoods, of special form are 
arranged to form a complete circle around the stack, 
partitions dividing each hood longitudinally into two 
compartments communicating at the top. Draft-pipes 
in the stack communicate with the interior of the hoods
The top and bottom plates of the hoods are curved to 
rMuce the frictional resistance to the wind pa.sage. By 
means of the partitions. the win<l is caught in each 
hood in whatever diI'ectinn the wind may blow. 

DRAWER-EQUALIZER. - WILLIAM BEI:BE. The 
purpose of this invention is to provide means for equa). 
iZing the movement of drawers in furniture for the 
sake of securing uniform movement and preventing 
binding. The under surface of each drawer is provided 
with racks which mesh with pinions connected by a 
common shaft., The racks can be formed' in any de. 
sired length and suhsequently cnt off to suit the size of 
the drawer. 

PRINTIN<;l·PRESSA'rTACHMENT,-MAX,SNYDER, 
Beatty, Penn, The inventor has devised a frame for 
placing the forma in position on upright or job. printing 
presses. Heretofore the task has been one of considera
ble difficulty. The present invention enables the form 
first to be placed on the platen and held there by hand. 
Then hy driving the press sufficiently the form can he 

engaged directly with the form-holder to he held there- ' 

by. 

CEMENT-CURB MOLD.-CmuSTOPHEB H. WATilON. 
R1VerI!lde, Cal. In fOl'Dling cement or concre�cnrbS, it 

be conveniently removed at any time and replaced. The 
construction gives the skater better purchase on the ice, 
particularly in long-distance skating. 

BED-PAN.-HARRI:i!:T D. GOODRICH, Augusta, Ga. 
The purpose of the invention is to do away with the 
unpleasantDess'and discomfort of the patient's lying on 
the back in contact with 80 much cold surface. The de
vice is �onstructed wi th dne regard to sanitary princi
ples. 

Designs. 

BADGE.-CARL F. KABISCH Manhattan. New York 
city. 'l'he leading feature of the design consists of a 
shell within which is a pebhle. A heach scene is painted 
on the shell. 

HEEL FOR BOOTS OR SHOES.-JOSEPH PETRONE, 
Manhattan, ,New York city. The heel is vertically 
lIuted or channeled to add to the appearance of the 
shoe. 

BINDER·TAB.-FRANK TAFT. Brooklyn, New York 
city. 'The hinder· tab is a �imple, ingenious device for 
securely hinding together all kinds of shoots. 

LINK CU FF·HOLDER. - GEORGE KALKRRENNER, 
Manhattan, New York city, The holder is designed se

curely to connect the ciIff ,,1th the cuff·button, a hook 
being provided to engage.a hutton.hole of the cuff and a 
loop to engage the button. 

NOZZLE.-WILLIAl\[ H. DEWAR, Manhattan, New 
York city. The designer h"s provided a simple deVice 
for use on public drinking.fountains. to prevent infec
tion from contagious diseases, by doing away with the 
uncleanly cups generally used. A stream of water is 
caused to flow into the mouth from a nozzle, a guard be
ing provided to prevent the mouth from coming in con
tact with the nozzle. 

GAME·BOARD.-EDlIfUND F, H AWKINS, Yaphank, 
N. Y. 'rile game is played by shooting a hall through 
one of a number of arches so that, if Possible, it shall 
strike one of a number of posts or a bell suspended in 
the line of the longitudinal axis of the board. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of these patents can be fur· 
nlshed by Munn & Co. for ten cents each. Please state 
the name of the patentee, title of the inTention, and dat. 
of this paper. 
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